SUMMER IN BERLIN – UNDERGRADUATE COURSES OFFERED

STUDENTS WILL CHOOSE ONE COURSE FROM EACH CATEGORY:

**Monday/Thursday Classes**
Architecture in Berlin: A Walk Through History (DEC G)
Seduction and Terror: The Third Reich (DEC I)
Law, Society, and Politics in Comparative Perspective (DEC F)
Islam and the West: The Pitfalls of Mapping the World (DEC J)
Ritual Drama-Dramatic Ritual: Anthropology, Theater and Performance Practices (DEC D)
German language (beginner through advanced levels)

**Tuesday/Friday Classes**
The Cold War (DEC F)
European Business Management (DEC I)
The European Union in the 21st Century: Internal and External Challenges (DEC I)
From Ancient Sculpture to Action Painting: Art of the Western World (DEC D)
Linearity: A Linear Algebra Course from Theory to Applications (DEC H)
Global Politics: How to Cope with a World in Disarray? (DEC F)
Urban Places and Spaces: Analyzing and Exploring Berlin (DEC G)
Berlin and the Digital Music Era (DEC D)
Youth Cultures in German Literature (DEC B)
German language (beginner through advanced levels)